Examples of bad MCNP estimates resulting from exceeding the MCNP random number stride are given for a simple infinite medium problem.
Introduction
There have been a number of informal assertions that exceeding the MCNP random number stride does not result in bad estimates. There apparently are no theoretical justifications ever presented for these assertions. Often, it is simply asserted, as apparently obvious, that no bad estimates will result because the random numbers reused when exceeding the stride will be "used for different purposes" in "real problems." The recent discussion concerning this random number stride issue was on the MCNP forum on January 9, 2014. Typical assertions over the years have been similar to Brian Kiedrowski's [1] .
"Like the choice of the random number seed, the choice of the stride is entirely arbitrary. The stride does need to be large enough such that the random numbers will not be used for the same thing." Note several things:
1. Though this quote is out of context, the main assertion here is typically what people remember and repeat; the context is often insufficiently emphasized or even not mentioned at all.
2. The context is sometimes implicitly assumed rather than explicitly stated.
3. The authors of the statements may intend that their statements be interpreted for the typical cases that the authors have in mind. The proper interpretation of the statements is often inadequately conveyed.
4. There is a lot of leeway in the terms "large enough" and "for the same thing." A number of people have asserted that exceeding the stride did not matter using similarly vague terminology.
The purpose of this work is to give a simple infinite medium transport example for which MCNP flux tallies depend on the stride. Note that the example cannot be said to prove or disprove the imprecise lore about random number strides. It is not the purpose of this note to debate whether the examples given meet the "large enough" and "for the same thing" criteria.
It is not unlikely that the lore may be valid in most cases. On the other hand, perhaps the examples show that caveat emptor is a reasonable approach to the lore in some circumstances.
The Test Problem
The test problem is an infinite medium fission system as shown below. 1e4 1e5 1e6 1e7 1e8 1e9 1e10 1e11 1e12 vol 1 0 nps 1000000 cut:n 2.e9 j 0 0 rand gen=2 stride= 1111152917 print There were two sets of runs; one set of million particle runs and one set of ten million particle runs. Within a set, the only difference was the random number stride that was used.
3 One million particle runs Tables 1 and 2 show early time and late time MCNP results for the 1 million particle runs. The reference case is with a stride of 111152917; this reference stride was never exceeded. Note that a stride of 1000 shows a large difference from the reference case. In particular there is almost a factor of two difference in the 2 × 10 9 time bin. That is 2.91570E+04 (reference) versus Tables 3 and 4 show early time and late time MCNP results for the 10 million particle runs. The reference case is with a stride of 111152917; this reference stride was never exceeded. Note that runs below a stride of 2000 show significant differences from the reference case. Note that all the ten million particle runs with a strides 256 and smaller did not pass MCNP's statistical tests. The rest of the ten million particle runs passed the statistical tests. 1.0208E+05 0.0058 0.0004 2.6 6.1E+00 10000000 1.0179E+05 0.0057 0.0004 2.6 6.2E+00 
Summary
This note has shown that bad MCNP estimates are sometimes obtained when the random number stride is exceeded. Five things are worth noting 1. Erroneous results were obtained for strides smaller than a few thousand.
2. Very early versions of MCNP had a default stride in the range of 4000.
3. The bad estimates were apparent only in runs for which the stride was exceeded on a significant fraction of the particles.
Preumably an MCNP user would increase the stride if the stride were being so routinely exceeded. In this sense, the tests reported here would hopefully be unrealistic in practice.
4. Although not the main point of this study, note the second and higher score moments estimates are even more problematic than the mean score estimates, as often indicated by the failure to pass MCNP's statistical tests. A look at the two FOM tables presented herein shows erratic behavior.
5. The author believes that is probably possible to construct examples of bad mean estimates when the random number stride is exceeded relatively rarely, say only 1% of the time.
